Flowmon APM 2.0 recognized as the IT product of the Year

Prague, February 2, 2015

For almost ten years, the IT Product of the Year award, presented by ComputerWorld magazine, honors the most innovative, useful and beneficial products that have been brought to the Czech market in the past year. Flowmon APM 2.0, which provides real time, detailed application performance characteristics, was awarded by the title in the beginning of February. In the next step it will challenge another fourteen finalists to win the entire competition.

Flowmon APM (Application Performance Monitoring) is a solution which without installing agents on servers or without server reconfiguration monitors applications from the end user perspective. For all users, all user transactions and in the real time it provides detailed information on true application performance.

Thanks to the Flowmon architecture it is possible to easily install module and in few minutes start with transparent monitoring (without affecting the infrastructure or application) of critical company or customers applications based on HTTP/HTTPS and communication between application and database server based on SQL protocol. Flowmon APM introduces a unique concept called APM index. APM index in one number expresses application performance in terms of meeting SLA. Flowmon APM module can be installed on existing FlowMon Probes of our customers.